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Thesis Statement 
？ m s and boundaries are the opposites of Indeterminate void. 
Architecture, presenting itself in form, more or less has limits and boundaries. Indeterminate void seems conflicting with the practice of architecture, 
gjjt with some architectural evidences, the two are reconcilable differences. 
•J® critical point is to what extend the reconcilability, which determines the indeterminacy, is. The higher the reconcilability, the greater the spatial indeterminacy. 
；h i s thesis is to explore the strategies for such reconciliation between indeterminate void (the end of space) and architecture (the means for space). 
Centre of Wanchai, the Southorn Complex has been chosen as the testing ground. 
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Abstract 
t sounds very mysterious to feel "void" in a space which is not an architectural void. If referring to the architectural definition of void space, double height volume must be the primary attribute, 
vastness is the second. Typical examples are unbuilt open space, the negative, in cities and the doubled-volume space within buildings, such as atriums in shopping malls or the vault inside a 
cathedral. In the space I had experienced, the feeling of void come from the very spatial ambiguity and continuum rather than the actual volume of the space. I started to think of what makes 
the difference between the formal architectural void and the void 丨 experienced. 
Indeterminate void, which I called the void I experienced, composed of two concepts - indeterminacy and voidness, is actually talking about the essence/trait of space which is for the pres-
ence of beings. Indeterminacy refers to the suspension of the precise and formal meaning of space, resulting from a reconsideration of the limits in which meaning is inscribed^ voidness 
is an unconditioned openness in which the presence of being stands out from the environ which has its form diminished. This leads to a discussion upon form and boundary which are the 
opposites of the two concepts. Architecture, presenting itself in form, more or less has limits and boundaries. Indeterminate void seems conflicting with the practice of architecture. But with 
some architectural evidences, the two are reconcilable differences. The critical point is to what extend the reconcilability, which determine the indeterminacy, is. The higher the reconcilability 
the architecture has, the higher the degree of indeterminacy. The thesis is to explore the strategies, the reconsideration of limits, for such reconciliation between indeterminate void (the end 
of space) and architecture (the means for space). 
Southern Complex at the heart of Wanchai (comprised of an open playground, a stadium, an office building and a residential tower), together with the flyover which links the heart and the 
waterfront and the MTR station underground are chosen to be the testing ground for the strategies of reconciliation between indeterminate void and architecture. 
丨 Paul Hammond, Architecture of indeterminacy, Barcelona, Actar, c2000, p 41. 
Research on Phenomena within and outside Architecture 
The methodology of the research part is basically comprised of readings and equivalents within and outside Architecture shown as follows: 
1) Writings out of architectural field such as philosophical and phenomenological books are basically selected for the reading part to start thinking upon the issue of indeterminate void 
versus architectural forms. Three books, Ronald Barthes Empire of Signs, Edward S. Casey The Fate of Place and Imagining - A Phenomenological Study, are the main readings 
from which the concept of indeterminate void is formulated. 
2) Two equivalents outside architecture, Japanese Haiku and Chinese painting by Chen Qikuan, are selected to look upon for comprehending the concept of indeterminate void. 
3) Three main architectural examples, Dongtongchi in Jiangxi, Kanazawa Museum and Dafen Museum, are chosen for detailed analysis upon the Spatial Characters of indeterminate 
void. 
4) Elaboration upon the M1 Project of a Library is done to explain the concept of Temporal Margin from which the idea of Hinge as its Core is generated. 
5) Edge Conditions of different architectural studied to see the methods of reconciling the two opposites, indeterminate void and architectural form. 
From Lett to Right 
Gothic Cathedral in Laon, France 
Art Installation by Suki Chan 
A Photograph from Zhong Wenlue, 
Luyeyuan Stone Sculpture Museum 
in Sichuan Province, China 2002, 
by Jiakun Liu. 
Voidness 
Void 
Usually, void is used to describe unbuilt open space, the negative, in a city; 
or the doubled-volume space within a building such as atriums in shopping malls or the vault inside a cathedral. 
In the rounded earth dwellings, void is something unbuilt, but at the same time, it is within the building. 
It is enclosed in some ways and at the same time very open to the sky. 
It bears both openness and containment. 
Regarding my own experience, the feeling of void comes from the presence of beings / objects / events in a space which might have nothing deal with architectural void. 
Aristotle, in his theory, stated that 'the void exists involves the existence of place; one could [even] define void as place bereft of body." 
We use our bodies to measure places. 
Bereft of body, void as place is shapeless and immeasurable, and thus without limits and boundaries. 
It is in psychological sense that the shapelessness of void is made valid. 
However, does it mean that the state of psychological void cannot be transformed into a physical existence? 
The matter is to what extent it can be reflected architecturally. 
Physical void more or less has limits and boundaries. 
It is impossible to have a space without boundaries. 
The critical point is how much limits and boundaries it got. 
,Edward S., The Fate of Place, Berkeley, University of California Press, 17. 
Voidness 
Voidness is an unconditioned openness^ in which the presence of being stands out from the environ of diminished form. 
Voidness or emptiness is always misconceived as a doctrine of Nihilism, which is regarded as nothingness or non-existence. 
In the English the word emptiness suggests the absence of spiritual meaning or a personal feeling of alienation. 
In Buddhism, the emptiness of phenomena enables liberation from the limitations of form, (typology I limits I boundaries) 
It is a state in which all things are empty of absolute identity, permanence, of 'self , (no center) 
There is no absoluteness as everything is inter-related and mutually dependent.^ 
According to an image proposed by the Hua-yen doctrine, one might say that the collective body of all things is a network of jewels in which each jewel reflects all the others and 
so on, to infinity, without there ever being a center to grasp, a primary core of irradiation.^ 
There exists a sort of indeterminacy: everyone/everything can be a center and yet no one/nothing is the center. 
Understanding of ^unyata (Satori), as comprehended by Roland Barthes, is a state of emptiness of language. 
There is no symbol, no metaphor, but just awakening to the fact. 
It is by this way that 6unyata is open to any meanings as there is no built-in symbol or metaphor. 
There is no precise meaning as the meaning is determined by receivers' preferences, values and symbols intact/ 
Zimmerman, Michael E.. Heidegger, Buddhism, and deep ecology in ed. Guignon, Charles B., The Cambridge Companion to Heidegger, Cambridge University Press, 1993. p 240. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shunyata 
Barthes, Ronald, translated by Richard Howard, The Incident in The Empire of Signs, New York, Hill and Wang, 1983, pp 77-80. 
Barthes, Ronald, translated by Richard Howard, Faraway, So, The Incident in The Empire of Signs, New York, Hill and Wang. 1983, pp 7-8, 77-80 and 81-83. 
From Let t to Right 
Exhibition of Medieval Art by Sverre Fehn. 
Norway and Sweden Pavilion by Sverre Fehn. 
Photo from Bum, Ren6, Luis Barrag^n, London : Phaidon, 
Space as Formless Environ 
We always use form to mark a place, but in fact, places need not to be marked by architectural forms. 
What mark places are actually some daily objects and lighting. 
It is not the spatial configuration but the fire place which marks the living room in Louis Kahn's houses. 
It is not the fence of park which marks the place of resting or gathering, but the trees and seating. 
The marking of the place reveals what kind of space it should be. 
Space, as the fact / essence of architecture, is a formless environ. 
It is to be empty of language. 
It is something very explicit that experienced by our bodies. 
There is no need to tell its meaning as it is explicit in the way it presents. 
There is no precise meaning as it is open to meaning. 
Both void and place are space. 
What makes difference is the degree of indeterminacy. 
A place is always labeled as a function. 
The idea of 'form follows function' always generates typologies that put limits and boundaries on what space can be. 
Places out of Places 
from less determinate to more determinate places 
from formless environ to places marked by objects 
Increasing Voidness 
Mutual Co-existence of beings and spaces of 
different degree of determinacy / indeterminacy 
Creation of Place out of Void 
"Void as place bereft of body" imposes a question of what kind of space and place it is. 
"For creation to proceed, differentiation must occur. Differentiation is of one place from another. 
Creation of Places out of void is a creation with progressively more definite in character. 
It is a process from less determinate to more determinate places. 
If space is a relatively formless environ in which the presence of beings / objects I events stands out, 
such space can be regarded as void which is an indeterminate place bereft of body(form). 
To subdivide more determinate spaces / create places within such environ without weakening its sense of voidness, 
objects such as a stick or column, a piece of wall, floor / roof surfaces rather than architectural rooms are used to mark the places, with the spatial continuum of the environ. 
Edward S. ,University of California Press, c1997, p 8. 
From Lett to Right 
Paintings by Chen Qikuan 
Casa M-Lifia by RCR 
a temple of love in Burgundy, 
Isle-sur-Serein, France, 
by Dirk Jan Postel 
2-2 Indeterminacy 
Indeterminacy is a certain state of suspension of the precise meaning of the object, resulting from a reconsideration of the limits in which this is inscribed. 
2-3 Japanese Haiku - No More Metaphor^ 
"In the haiku, the limitation of language is the object of a concern which is inconceivable to us, for it is not a question of being concise 
(i.e., shortening the signifier without diminishing the density of the signified) but on the contrary of acting on the very root of meaning, 
so that this meaning will not melt, run, internalize, become implicit, disconnect, divagate into the infinity of metaphors, into the spheres of the symbol. 
The brevity of the haiku is not formal; the haiku is not a rich though reduced to a brief form, but a brief event which immediately finds its proper form." 
The haiku is "awakening to the fact", apprehension of the thing as event and not as substance. 
/ago, translation, Paul Hammond, Architecture of indeterminacy, Barcelona, Actar, c2000, p 41. 
,Ronald, translated by Richard Howard, The Breach of Meaning, Exemption from Meaning, The Incident and So in Empire of Signs, New York, Hill and Wang, 
丨 Ronald, translated by Richard Howard, Exemption from Meaning in Empire of Signs, New York, Hill and Wang, 1983, p 75. 
2.4 Spatial Continuum - Dongtongchi, Ancestral Hall in Jiangxi 
The spatial configuration of Dongtongchi is very different from the layout of typical ancestral halls. 
Dongtongchi is actually an in-between space sandwiched by housing units at two sides. 
The housing units do not align to form the in-between space. 
Rather they split and shift from each other to form a space with many connection openings to the context. 
The in-between space is less definite in form. 
Light and deep eaves of each entry diffuse light into the inner zones under the pitch, blurring the inside-outside. 
Together with the continual flooring with very subtle level changes, the general and diffused lighting make the space very ambiguous and continuous. 
The third entry The seconf entry The first entry 
Top: Dongtongchi in Mixi, Jiangxi; Bottom: Tang Ancestral Hall in Ha Tsuen, Yuen Long 
:150 Section, Second Entry, Dongtongchi 1:1000 Plan, Dongtongchi 
When compared to Dongtongchi, the space in ancestral halls of typical configuration, 
i.e. the hall itself being a single building such as Tang Ancestral Hall in Ha Tsuen, is very confined. 
The architecture itself, together with direct lighting and shadow, is very strong in inscribing its meaning as 
The space in Dongtongchi, rather than being very confned and contained, 
the space is leaking out to all the connection points towards its immediate context. 
ancestral hall. 
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Event space in Dafen Museum 
2.5 Event Space - Dongtongchi and Dafen Museum 
As the in-between space in Dongtongchi is presented by the contextual housing blocks rather than suggesting itself by its own walls, 
it seems to be a leftover space, something between built and unbuilt, for the field of events. 
Contrary to the typical ancestral halls in which formally defined spaces overwhelm beings/ objects/ events, 
Dongtongchi makes itself diminished for the presence of beings/ objects/ events. 
In Dafen Museum which is designed by Urbanus, event space which is merging with the circulation space, 
occurs as the dominant exhibition space even though enclosed boxes as exhibition rooms are displaced in the free plan. 
Such phenomenon brings along with it the reconsideration of the limits in which meaning is inscribed. 
2.6 Merging with Everyday Life — Kanazawa Museum by SANAA 
The glass border and the glass boxes which act as light wells altogether generate an evenly lit continuous space. 
The whole space as an endless continuum is very transparent that almost all activities, 
except exhibition in the enclosed box rooms, happening in the museum are clearly revealed. 
The spatial transparency weakens the spatial depth and visually merges different activities into a collage. 
Such a spatial ambiguity, without any artificial or predesigned signs to lead body movement, 
enables visitors to move according to the events happening in the museum. 
The path is ephemeral and ever-changing.“ 
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Exhibition + Service 
Top: 1:1500 plan, Dongtongchi; Middle: 1:3000 plan, Kanazawa Museum, SANAA; Bottom: 1:3000 plan, Dafen Museum, Urbanus 
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2.7 Temporal Margin 
The idea of temporal margin is generated from Casey's Imaginal Margin. 
It is a single basic plane of presence which is immeasurable as it is continuously varying in form and function, moment by moment. 
It possesses very few designatable properties, and does not terminate in any precise perimeter 
as it has no determinable width and depth (Form) which are changing with the ephemeral form function. 
It is a time space. 
A Library in Wanchai (located at the old Wanchai Market) 
M1 Project by Yuen Ching Yin 
Time and space as frame factors 
No Rigorously Ordered Structure 






Hinge implies connection. 
It is the focal point at which movement comes together. 
Central Plaza in Wanchai is a hinge building articulating people 
flow on the bridge level. 
But three cases, Dongtongchi, Kanazawa Museum and Dafen 
Museum, that I am closely looking at, 
present another type of hinge which is more than an intersection 
point of people flow from different direction. 
Events or everyday life can take place in such a hinge space, 
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Postignano, Italy. 
URBAN HINGE - BUILDING 
Hinge between INSIDE & OUTSIDE 
at which daily life merges with contemporary art 
OUTSIDE INSIDE OUTSIDE 
URBAN HINGE-
LEFTOVER SPACE INSIDE BUILDING 
Interlogging leftover / event space 
Sorano, Italy 
2.9 Edge Condition 
Beings, objects and events only can stand out in a Dimly Defined Region. 
This must be a region of abstract form and space which may be enhanced by blurring or edge condition. 
According to Casey's, the image exhibits a highly variable indeterminacy in accordance with the multiplicity of its forms, clarity, texture and differences in the directness. 
Applied into architecture, space as temporal margin has the multiplicity of form. 
In such temporal margin, space can be subdivided but still be part of the continuous space at the same time. 
The spatial differentiation must be vague, varying from the blurred to the relatively unambiguous to facilitate the ephemeral change of the margin. 
Blurring of the definite, such as the form, the structure, the details and the function of the space, will help minimizing the spatial differentiation. 
Differences in the directness in defining space, varying from a relatively straightforward givenness (such as enclosed boxes in Kanazawa Museum) 
to diverse types of indirectness (subtle level changes in Dongtongchi), and the use of different texture 
ranging from a sense of extreme coarse-graininess to polished smoothness 
will help create places / sub-define small spaces within the generous continuous space 
and the objects sub-defining small spaces must be varied in order to help create places out of void. 
丨 Edward S, Indeterminacy and Pure Possibility in Imagining - a Phenomenological Study, Indiana University Press, ,pp 103-123. 
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3 Research Summary 
a certain state of suspension of the 
precise meaning of the object, 
resulting from a Reconsideration of the Limits 
in which meaning is inscribed 
Continuously Varying in Form and Function 
Moment by Moment 
Possesses very few, if any, designatable properties 
Immeasurable 
No determinable width or depth 
Not terminate in any precise perimeter 
a single Basic Plane of Presence 
Blurring of Edge Condition 
Blurring of Detail 
INDETERMINATE VOID 





Absence of Form / 
Presence of Being 
Beings / Objects and Events 
Abstraction with 
Certain Definiteness and Details 
Blurring of Edge Condition 
no symbol, no metaphor, but just 
Awakening to the Fact 
Open to any Meanings 
as there is no built-in symbol or metaphor 
the meaning is determined by i 
values and symbols intact 
Present themselves in a Dimly Defined Region 
of pure appearance 
To dwell in the void is to dwell in 
the active scene of creation, 
the Scene of What-ls-To-Come. 
Abstract ion of Form and Space 
Open to Meaning (Unconditioned Openness) 
Presence of being / object / event 
Design Strategy 
Concluded from the research, strategies of two different levels, spatial organization I programming and spatial continuum 
for reconciling the conflicting natures between indeterminate void and architecture. 
Hinge space as the core of temporal margin is the first level of the two strategies. 
It is a sort of reprogramming. 
The second level of the strategies is about dissolving the edges between sub-defined spaces. 
sorted out 
Increasing Indeterminacy 
towards the hinge 
5 Contextual Experiment - Southorn Playground in Wan Chai as the testing ground 
Architecture, presenting itself in form, more or less has limits and boundaries. i 
Indeterminate void seems conflicting with the practice of architecture. 
But with some architectural evidences, the two are reconcilable differences. 
The critical point is to what extend the reconcilability, which determine the indeterminacy, is. 
The higher the reconcilability, the greater the spatial indeterminacy. 
This thesis is to explore the strategies for such reconciliation between indeterminate void (the end of space) and architecture (the means for space). 
Centre of Wanchai, the Southern Complex has been chosen as the testing ground. 
The Southorn complex situated at the city heart, includes a playground, a stadium, a government tower and a shopping mall. 
Its context is further enriched by the MTR station underneath, the pedestrian bridge leading to the conventional centre at seafront and the old district at its south. 
Despite all the contexts are adjoining to each other, they are disconnected, each sits inside its rigid form. 
The experiment is to Reconstitute the Urban Hinge through 
Reprogramming the existing contexts, 
Reorganizing the MTR exits, 
Rebuilding the stadium and 
Remaking the Southorn playground, 







Lee Tung Street 
Redevelopment Area 
from centre to waterfront 
Connection 
from other district to Wanchai 
Centre 
Programmed with Subway Station, 





















Views taken from the Centre of Southorn Playground 
It is the circulation hinge for the whole district, 
the central focal point between new and old, 
and a recreational point amongst different programs surrounding it 
the place can be strategic 
but it has not made use of its locational advantages 
it is enclosed by itself 
as well as everything surrounding it does. 
Southorn Centre Southorn Stadium 
MTR station situated underneath 
the Southorn Complex 
made the complex as the circulation hinge 
for the whole district. 
the station stretches several exit 
fringers out of the ground, 
filling up the street space, 
resulting in circulation congestion 
as well as visual congestion 
along O'Brien Road. 
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Exiting Condition 
MTR Station and the Bridge as Circulation Hinge ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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m m i l MTR Exit 
m i l l Service Core & MOE 
i i ^ l j ^ Carpark, Loading/Unloading 
Entrance 
m i l l l l Shops 
H m Public Toilet 
H H I I I FPA Clinic 
G/F Programme Distribution in Southorn Complex 
Design Constraints and Concept 
Some design constriants are drawn out after site investigation. 
As the structures of MTR station, southorn centre and southorn garden 
only minor architecture! intervention is possible. 
integrated with each other, 
A L-shaped area with its extent including the stadium and the four basketball courts in southorn playground 
is chosen to be the main field for the experiment to 
Reconstitute the Urban Hinge through 
Reprogramming the existing contexts, 
Reorganizing the MTR exits, 
Rebuilding the stadium and 
Remaking the Southorn playground, 
with the concept of SpatialA/isual Continuum and Ambiguity. 
Cross Road Hinge 
广 
.Road Hirige 
Lee Tung Street 
Flyover 
Cross Road Hinge 
Cross Road Hinge 
Cross Road Hinge 
Idea: Merging the context through Event Hinge, 
MTR station and the southorn complex 
Lee Tung Street 
Southorn Centre 
Southorn Garden 
Southorn Playground Flyover 
MTR Station 
5.3 Design Scheme 




to Lee Tung Street 
HINGE 1: 
MTR CONCOURSE 
Rearrange the Exits 
Use lightwell to guide movement 
Sunken a basketball court 
Create a courtyard 
Provide linkage with the old District, 
through Lee Tung Street 
: 1 0 0 0 
HINGE 2: 
STADIUM + PLAZA 
Use a long flat roof and 
inclined surfaces to define 
spaces for stadium and plaza 
Connect the Stadium and football 
field through several landscape 
pieces of different levels 
Place the basketball courts on 
different landscape pieces 
: 1 2 0 0 
in shopping mall 
nnecting the bridge 






 Add Secondary Paths 
to connect the stadium with 
its adjacent contexts and 
to extend the spatial continuum 
1:1200 






























First Floor Plan 1:800 
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Extract f rom Readings (1) 
Edward S. Casey 
The Fate of Place 
From Void to Vessel 
Avoiding the Void 
Primeval Pattern pp.3-22 
\ 
Creat ion of Place out of void Creation is not only of place but cannot occur without place 
For creation to proceed, differentiation must occur. 
Relation between place and differentiation 
� * 
Places out of a Place with progressively more definite in character 
it is a process from less determinate to more determinate places 
Gap A gap IS both an opening between 2 already existing things (e.g., earth and sky) and an opening between them 
i.e. that which brings about the differentiation of these 2 things in the first place. 
A gap has boundaries and thus a form, however primitive. 
It is not an indefinite, much less an empty and endless, space. 
Dif ferentiat ion Differentiation is of one place from another 
Immeasurab le Void No beginning or end ‘ “ ~ “ 
Place Of meaning “ ‘ “ — 
Measurable 
Take a shape and a form 
Have boundaries 
Phi losophical Void: 
Vo id as a place bereft of body 
(immeasurable) ‘ “ ‘ 
To dwell in the void is to dwell in the active scene of creation, the scene of what-is-to-come. 
Navigat ion 
-
To wander is to roam between places of some kind . 
Question ： Boundless=Placeless??? 
Extract from Readings (II) 
Roland Barthes 
Empire of Signs 
Japanese Haikus No more metaphor 
the haiku articulated around a metaphysics without subject and without god, � 
but "awakening to the fact", apprehension of the thing as event and not as substance, 
the haiku's time is without subject: reading has no other self than all the haikus of which this self, 
by infinite refraction, is never anything but the site of reading; 
In the West, the mirror is an essentially narcissistic object: � 
man conceives a mirror only in order to look at himself in it; 
but in the Orient, apparently, the mirror is empty; 
it is the symbol of the very emptiness of symbols. ； 
("the mind of the perfect man', says one Tao master, "is like a mirror. 
It grasps nothing but repulses nothing. It receives but does not retain"): 
the mirror intercepts only other mirrors, and this infinite reflection is emptiness itself 
(which, as we know, is form). Hence the haiku reminds us of what has never happened to us; 
in it we recognize a repetition without origin, an event without cause, a memory without person, a language without moorings. 
Extract from Readings (III) 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ 
Shunyata 
Shunyata Misconceived as a doctrine of Nihilism 
V 
^Qnyata signifies that 
Everything one encounters in life is empty of absolute identity, permanence, or'self. 
This is because everything is inter-related and mutually dependent - never wholly self-sufficient or independent-
All things are in a state of constant flux where energy and information are forever flowing throughout the natural world 
giving rise to and themselves undergoing major transformations with the passage of time. 
In the English language the word emptiness suggests the absence of spiritual meaning or a personal feeling of alienation, 
but in Buddhism the emptiness of phenomena enables liberation from the limitations of form. 
In Rawson states that "(o)ne potent metaphor for the void, often used in Tibetan Art, is the sky. 
As the sky is the emptiness that offers clouds to our perception , 
so the void is the 'space' in which objects appear to us in response to our attachments and longings. 
Extract from Readings (IV) 
Michael E. Zimmerman 
Heidegger, Buddhism, and deep 
ecology 
Meister Eckhart "God" is far beyond our conceptual categories, which are appropriate only for understanding creatures. 
Instead of speaking of God in positive terms, it is better to speak of Divine Nothingness. 
The Divine cannot be regarded as a super entity existing somewhere else, 
but instead constitutes the unconditioned openness or emptiness in which all things appear. 
Early Heidegger on 
Nothingness 
Human existence is the openness, clearing, or nothingness in which things can manifest themselves. 
The "self is not an entity that stands opposed in a dualistic way to other entities. 
Instead, it is the clearing in which entities (including thoughts, feelings, perceptions, objects, others) appear. 
Humans are not entities but the clearing in which entities appear. 
Human being is not a thing but rather a peculiar kind of nothingness: 
the temporal-linguistic clearing, the opening, the absencing in which things can present themselves and thus "be". 
Knowing is not a relation between two things, mind and object. 
Rather, knowing occurs the openness constituting human existence is configured in terms of the three temporal dimensions: past, present, future. 
Being 
For something "to be" means for it to disclose or to present itself. 
For this presencing (Anwesen) or self-manifesting to occur, t 
here must be a clearing, an opening, an emptiness, a nothingness, an absencing (Abwesen). 
Human existence constitutes the openness necessary for the presencing (being) of entities to take place. 
Dasein 
"Here" or "there" "to be" 
Thereness 
Neither temporality (absencing, nothingness) being (presencing, self-manifesting) is 
Rather, they are the conditions necessary for entities to appear as such. • 
"entity" 
Being and Time 
Presencing and Absencing 
Manifestness and Nothingness 
Essential Groundlessness and Emptiness of Human Existence 
There is no ultimate "reason" for our doing what we do. � 
We have to postulate our own reasons for doing what we do; we invent our own identities, 
although those identities to a great extent are determined in advance by social practices and norms that have evolved historically. 
The being of entities were somehow a function of human Dasein's understanding. 
Freedom 、 * 
Freedom did not mean boundless license for the ego, 
but instead the capacity for human Dasein to "let things be" in ways other than mere instruments for the ego. 
Challenging Theoretical Assertions and Abstract Knowledge over against Pragmatic Activity 
Heidegger emphasized the practical dimension of human existence by defining the very being of Dasein as 
To be human means to be concerned about things and to be solicitous toward other people. 
Later Heidegger's 
Conception of Nothingness 
Human Temporality arises within a more encompassing "openness" or "region" that cannot be reduced to anything merely human. 
Manifestness 
Logos - Mutual Coordination of Appearances I Self-Organization of Uncaused Appearance 
The "clearing" necessary for the self-manifesting of entities cannot be understood 
in terms of the Kantian model of the "temporal ecstases" of human existence. 
Rather, the clearing is constituted by a "thing" - whether natural or artificial 
- that gathers mortals and gods, earth and sky into a kind of cosmic dance which frees up the inherent luminosity of things. 
The "world" constitutes itself by virtue of the spontaneous coordination or mutual appropriation of the appearances that arise - un-caused, 
from "no-thing" - moment by moment. 
Extract from Readings (V) 
Peter Zumthor 
Thinking Architecture 
In architecture, there are two basic possibilities of spatial composition: 
the closed architectural body that isolates space within itself, and the open body \ 
that embraces an idea of space that is connected with the endless continuum. 
� » 
Extract from Readings (VI) 
Yago Conde 
Architecture of Indeterminacy 
Diller & Scofidio 
P P 1 6 5 - 1 6 6 
The instability of ideas of left and right, here and there, interior and exterior, behind and in front, above and below 
These notions are spatial forms of contradiction. 
But there is a point at which contradictions cease: the hinge. 
They cease so as, transformed, to be born again: the hinge is at once the resolution of the contradiction and its metamorphosis into another contradiction. 
The dialectic between apparition and appearance is reduced in the hinge. 
The instability of the relationship between body and space within a new kind of machinic connection which alters the conception of this body, 
as well as its vision and representation. 
Extract f rom Readings (VII) 
Edward S. Casey 
Imaging 
A Phenomenological Study 
Chapter 5 
Indeterminacy and 
Pure Possibility pp.103-123 
\ 
Mutually facilitating The more indeterminate something is or appears to be, the more it will tend to present itself as purely possible; 
and the more purely possible something is or appears to be, the greater the tendency for it to be indeterminate in form 
Essential necessity: 
Partial trait-necessity 
Type of Essential Necessity Essential Traits 
(1) option-necessity 
(general in scope, applying to all 
aspects of imagination) 
Controlledness-spontaneity 
(regarded as dyadic unit) 
(2) trait-necessity 
(a) general - i.e., as applicable to 
both intentional phases and to 
all components of each phase 
self-containedness, 
self-evidence 
(b) partial - i.e., as applicable to 
the object phase alone 
(and differentially to the various 
components of this phase) 
Indeterminacy, 
pure possibility 
I n d e t e r m i n a c y : 
O n e of the most crucial of 
the essential features of 
i m a g i n a t i o n 
Indefinite: disallow an increase in definiteness t what we imagine is entirely indeterminate 
What we imagine has 
a certain definiteness, 
however minimal it may be 
Without some definiteness, we would have no basis forjudging 
whether a given imaginative presentation successfully fulfills a particular intention or not 
Indeterminacy 1 
i ndeterm i nateness 1 
indeterminability 
Indeterminateness and indeterminability are the two major ways in which indeterminacy exhibits itself in imaginative experience 
\ 
the term "indeterminacy" will be used to designate the essential trait per se, 
while "indeterminateness" will signify the actual embodiment of this trait in a given imaginative presentation, 
"indeterminability", a second aspect of indeterminacy, will refer to the difficulty we experience in attempting 
to make an imaginative presentation more determinate than it already is 
A perceived object 
remains determinate 
even though 
in certain circumstances 
it may be perceived as 
indefinite, 
while an imagined object 
is inherently indeterminate 
and can never be 
apprehended as 
perfectly definite 
"A hare which is vaguely perceived is in itself a determinate hare. � • ‘ 
But a hare which is the object of a vague image is an indeterminate hare", 
Jean-Paul Sarte writes in Psychology of Imagination. 
Imagined objects are indeter-
minate as a whole 
Their vagueness, however, does not necessarily pertain equally to all of their parts. 
Some parts are more, some less, indeterminate than others 
Imagined world-frame 
(time and space) 
Imagined content 
No fixed field 
The imagined world-frame contributes to the indeterminacy of specific imagined content. 
The world frame is the peculiar spatio-temporal setting in terms of which imagined objects and states of affairs appear. ‘ 
Neither imaginal space nor imaginal time form a fixed field within which imaginative phenomena can be given determinate locations. 
Time and space 
as frame factors 
Lack the rigorously ordered structure and the all-inclusiveness of the spatial and temporal networks 
that serve as bases of location for perceptual phenomena 
Objects and states of affairs 
Present themselves 
in a dimly defined region 
of pure appearance 
Lack definite positions, not being locatable within an encompassing and stable spatio-temporal grid 
Present themselves within a decidedly indeterminate arena, a dimly defined region of pure appearance 
\ 
Imaginal Margin 
Continuously varying in form 
and function 
Possesses very few, if any, designatable properties 
No definite point at which we can say that the margin begins and the imagined content ends 
No determinable width or depth 
Not terminate in any precise perimeter 
Subject to considerable variation in form and function 
Not a discrete or distinct zone of the imaginative presentation 
An integral part of each imaginative presentation 
Imaginative presentation contains a single basic plane of presence and the imaginal margin is this plane itself as it trails off indefinitely 
The nondescript region in which the imaginative presentation becomes altogether indeterminate 
Imaginal margin 
as the most extensively 
and extremely indeterminate 
component 
When the imaginer attempts to make an imaginal margin more definite, he finds that he is limited to imagining the content in place of the margin. 
And yet this new content has in turn its own imaginal margin, and so on ad infinitum. 
In each instance, the margin evades any attempt to make it determinate 
The Image Indeterminacy that characterizes the image or mode of presentation 
The image exhibits a highly variable indeterminacy in accordance with the multiplicity of its forms, clarity, texture and differences in the directness 
Clarity of presentation Varying from the mrkily blurred to the relatively unambiguous ‘ 
Texture Ranging from a sense of extreme coarse-grainedness to polished smoothness 
But in no case do we experience the determinate textural character of the surfaces that are apprehended by us in seeing, touching, and even hearing. 
The "surface" of the imaginative presentation is in this respect no surface at all 
Differences in the directness Varying from a relatively straightforward givenness to diverse types of indirectness 
No direct encounter -
Only a characteristic indefiniteness in the comparative directness with which imagined content is given 
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